
The six-digit numbers of single images 

 

These numbers are made up of three parts:  

– three-digit hundreds (for the COMPOSITE images) 

– sign for the colour sequence in the colour star: (+) clockwise; (–) 

counterclockwise 

– two final digits that specify a colour, the distance from the initial 

colour, for composite images (major 01–12, minor 13–24), or, in 

the church modes, the two digits which are followed by half-tones. 

These numbers may be combined from the table of numbers and intervals 

and the tables of the 5 (6) series. Some examples for clarification: 
 

746+23 /A2:   OCTAVE of analog e flat minor in A2 (primary colour 

ro=red-orange) 

876-23 / A1:    digital subdominant in c sharp minor; 23 = double dominant 
seventh chord, in 3D and A1 

964+09 / A2:   TONIC in G major; 09 = major 7#9 chord, not in 3D and in 

A2 

620-yl / A0:     digital PENTATONE SCALE, pentagonally with the initial 

colour yl = yellow-linden in 3D and A0; 620 on its own 

would be the corresponding quadruplet image that includes 

620-yl; the basic mode 613 associated with 620 has the 

primary colours B(lue) + C(yan) and can then be 

transposed to the remaining 11 half-tone steps of the 

octave B-D (yolk): this type of quadruplet image will then 

get 01 to 11 as its final digits which define the distance 

from the primary colour. The following example shows just 

such a case. 
830+05      

70x100 cm      

hypomixolydian “minor” church mode with the half-tone 

steps after the second and sixth steps (levels), same as 

the primary mode 830+26 with the primary colour 

turquoise, from which 830+05 was derived. +05 shows 
the distance, clockwise, from the primary colour = bv 

(blue-violet), which is 5 spikes away from turquoise in the 

colour star. But in the church modes this new initial colour 
bv is combined with its orthogonal colour (six spikes away 

=) rm (red-magenta); the two eighths in either direction 

produce the (rectangular) quadruplet image 830+05 in 3D 

and 70x100 cm with an oval geometry (because it is a 

“minor” key!) In this case composite images have 6-digit  

numbers too. 

 
By now I will have got you into a state of total confusion, but systems based i.a. on the 

four-parameter assumption are as multitudinous as the forms of life itself. The more than 

3000 single images available here are just a tiny extract from the forms that are 

conceivable! 

  

       


